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INTRODUCTION
In the middle of September, the Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge ventured to Mallory 
Park, a circuit that was new to many, for an exciting day’s racing.

While the track is only just over a mile in length, it is packed with iconic corners such 
as Gerrard’s, The Esses and Devil’s Elbow. With the layout sitting at the bottom of a 
valley with a lake at its centre, spectators had a fantastic view of the action as they 
bathed in the warmth of an Indian Summer.

Plenty of time behind the wheel was available to competitors as, in addition to 
qualifying and a couple of races, there was also an early morning practice session. 
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There were a couple of familiar faces 
returning to the paddock to run Fiesta STs for 
the first time. For Ron Loffstadt there were 
frustrations before he even got to the track 
as, due to the chaos that is the M6 on a 
Friday, he had been unable to get to Cheshire 
Remaps in time to have his ECU checked 
therefore, although he qualified twelfth, the 
Clerk of the Course decreed that he would 
start race 1 from the pit-lane.
Rather happier was the other old boy who was 
running an ST for the first time – Justin 
Roberts. Someone who puts great emphasis 
on track position during qualifying, Roberts 
had worked his way to the front of the pack 
so that he had no distractions ahead of him.
With it being a new car Justin was unsure 
about set up so it was a case of just seeing 

what happened. He was pretty pleased with 
how things were going and so pulled into the 
pits after 7 laps to save the mechanical bits 
for the race. His confidence was well justified 
as he had set the pole position time by then. 
Three tenths was quite a healthy margin 
around such a short circuit.
Another preserving his steed was Will 
Heslop. Having set a time which was to be 
good enough for second on the first grid of 
the day on lap 4, Heslop then cruised round 
with an eye on his pit-board in case any 
other Class A XR2 beat him to pole for that 
category. Towards the end of the session he 
had to get his hammer down once more as 
Adam Brown got the AC Valve Alliance-
backed XR2 to within 6 hundredths of his 
time having gradually built his speed.

Brown had some drama during the earlier 
practice session when his throttle cable 
snapped. Quick work by his crew enabled him 
to get back out for a couple of laps before the 
session ended.
In fourth was another Class A car in the hands 
of a slightly frustrated Greg Speight who had 
struggled to get a clear lap nonetheless he felt 
he would still be contending for the race 1 
victory with a second row start.
Fifth fastest was Matt Eldridge who was racing 
in the ST-XR Challenge for the first time since 
April’s opening meeting of the season. He was 
another first-time visitor to Mallory Park and 
his learning of its secrets was truncated by 
contact during the practice session. Qualifying 
also brought issues due to a loose hub nut 
which forced him to pit a few minutes early but 
he was happy to be fifth nonetheless.
Having lacked stopping power last time out at 
Oulton Park, Matthew Spencer found that new 
brakes had turned his Fiesta ST into a very 
different beast here in Leicestershire. Having 
bedded them in during practice, Spencer had 
his best ever qualifying session and was as 
high as fourth on the timing screens before 
Brown and Speight pushed him down to sixth 

in the closing stages.
First in Class B for Escort XR3i’s was Jason 
Hennefer but it had still been a nightmare 
session as a driveshaft popped out and 
then his engine developed a “death rattle”. 
The one ray of light was that the latter 
became apparent on the approach to the 
track’s exit. Hennefer immediately switched 
off his engine and coasted into the 
paddock to begin his investigations.
Peter Futers came oh-so-close to taking 
the Class B pole – his best time was just 
0.012 secs away from Hennefer’s. Even so, 
he was pleased to qualify in the Top Ten.
It had been some time since Chris 
Rowlands raced at Mallory Park and he put 
his lower than usual qualifying position 
(ninth) down to this rustiness.
The Top Ten was completed by Ryan 
Bowron’s XR3i. This was another driver 
making his debut at the venue and he was 
a little disappointed not to have matched 
the pace he had shown in the earlier 
practice session. Adding to annoyance, his 
brother Lewis had found more speed in his 
Escort than earlier in the day to qualify 
eleventh.

With a clear track in front of him, Justin Roberts focussed on setting the pole time

Qualifying
FOCUSSED ON POLE

Ron Loffstadt would start from the pit-lane having been unable to get his ECU tested
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Race 1

Following his strong performance in 
qualifying, there was bad news for those who 
hoped to challenge Justin Roberts in the race 
as after returning to the paddock with pole 
position in his pocket he discovered that his 
tracking was out!
With his wheels pointing closer to the 
direction he wanted them to Roberts made a 
perfect start to lead into the first corner and 
quickly opened up a gap to the rest of the 
field that was not far away from 3 seconds as 
he lapped half a second quicker than he had 
done in qualifying. In the closing stages, this 
advantage reduced by a few tenths due to his 

tyres fading but Roberts held on and was 
delighted to win first time out in an ST.
In second place, Will Heslop had been pleased 
with his start but his XR2 just didn’t have the 
power to challenge Robert’s ST on the run 
down to the first corner. During the rest of 
the contest those extra horses under the 
bonnet of the younger car were the telling 
factor on Mallory’s fast sweeps. Even so, 
Heslop was delighted with his performance as 
he comfortably led home the other Class A 
runners, boosting his points total in the 
process.
Initially, third placed Adam Brown focussed 

on his mirrors as he defended his position 
from those behind and allowed Heslop to 
break away. Greg Speight’s engine had 
spluttered when the red lights went out 
enabling Matt Eldridge to move up to fourth 
off the line.
Both of these drivers could have given Brown 
a headache but Eldridge lost ground when he 
made mistake a couple of times at The Esses 
while Speight’s engine hiccup at the start was 
a sign of worse things to come as a drop in 
power became noticeable and the spluttering 
became worse when low revs had to be used 
to negotiate The Hairpin. Their troubles 

provided relief to Brown enabling him to ease 
off towards the end of the 15 minutes as his 
engine had begun to overheat.
As this pair of XR2s dropped down the order, 
making ground were a pair of ST’s in the 
hands of Matt Spencer and Chris Rowlands. 
The former later reported that this had been 
the most enjoyable race of his career 
although it didn’t start too well as wheelspin 
away from the line cost him a couple of 
places but he really enjoyed his recovery 
drive, especially his battle with Rowlands 
which featured a spot of paint swapping and 
a killer pass at The Hairpin by Spencer who  
seized  the  moment  when  a  gap appeared.

POWER RANGER

The extra power of his ST allowed Justin
Roberts to take the lead from the start
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From then on his defensive tactics caused 
Rowlands to jokingly advise that he was going 
to protest the width of his rival’s car!
These dicing STs finished fourth and fifth with 
Eldridge following them home.
In seventh was the winner of Class B but it 
wasn’t either of the two Escorts who had been 
fastest in qualifying. Pole-sitter for this 
category, Jason Hennefer, was still in the 
paddock trying to figure out why his engine 
had made such a horrid noise qualifying. This 
left Peter Futers to lead the XR3i category but 
a spin with a few laps to go handed the spoils 
to Ryan Bowron who had driven a “solid” race – 
according to his brother.
Speight finished eighth where the excitement 
of battling with Matthew Morton, Peter Futers 
and Lewis Bowron in the closing laps provided 
some enjoyment after a wretched race due to 
his engine problems.
Morton was having quite a weekend. His car 
wouldn’t even start on Friday evening but, 
thanks to the help of Matt Eldridge, it finally 
sprang to life. Morton then had to learn the 
track, which was new to him, during 
qualifying.
A spectating Nick Naylor helped Morton 
prepare his car for race 1 and noticed that the 
tyres looked a little flat. Morton was adamant 
that they were correctly inflated as his 
pressure gauge said so but when Nick went 
and got Matt Eldridge’s pump they turned out 
to be some 20 psi too low.
With the correct amount of air in his tyres, 
Morton was able to go much faster than in 
qualifying – potentially, due to the faulty 
gauge, his tyre pressures might have been 
wrong for the previous 10 races!
Lewis Bowron could have challenged his 
brother, Ryan, for Class B honours but an 
over-eager rev limiter kept cutting in too early 
and robbing him of speed down the straights 

so he had to be content with eleventh.
A sticking throttle plus an engine that was 
stalling in the fast corners meant Tony 
Mumford was slowest in qualifying with his 
Class A Fiesta and so had to start from the 
back of the grid. The throttle problem had 
been an issue at Oulton Park’s previous 
meeting as had low oil pressure although the 
latter had been resolved with the fitment of a 
new oil pump.
Aided by new suspension parts plus new brake 
discs (his new brake pads were discarded 
before the race) Mumford made good progress 
on the opening lap and spent much of the 

contest in close proximity to Ryan Bowron. 
His chassis had the capability of running 
further up the order but, as it had done 
earlier in the day, Mumford’s motor kept 
cutting out at Gerrard’s and The Esses 
preventing him from making further 
progress.
With the engine getting hot and losing 
power, Mumford decided to pull out of the 
event and send his power unit back to its 
builder. Mark Buxton has offered to loan his 
motor for the final meeting of the season at 
Oulton so hopefully Tony will be able to 
show his true pace at the finale.

Our final finisher, Ron Loffstadt, had to start 
from the pit-lane as a penalty because he had 
been unable to have his ECU checked, this 
gave him the double-whammy of having to 
run the first racing lap on cold tyres.
Keeping Hennefer company in the paddock 
while this race took place was Rob Ottewill 
who suffered gearbox failure after 4 laps of 
qualifying. He was busy fitting a ‘box that 
Hennefer had loaned him to enable his 
participation in race 2.

Tony Mumford (48) and Ryan Bowron (57)
dive into Gerrard’s with Lewis Bowron (44)
and Matt Morton (12) in close attendance
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Race 2

Justin Roberts started race 2 in the same 
fashion that he began the one earlier in the 
day by blasting into the lead on the run down 
to Gerrard’s. He then put his head down to 
pull away from the pack…
He seemed to be set fair for his second victory 
of the day but the fates decided to spice 
things up a little as Ryan Bowron coasted to 
halt when the ignition coil came off his Escort. 
The Safety Car had to be scrambled to enable 
the errant XR3i to be moved out of harm’s 
way.

While the full course yellow was in-place, our 
leader Roberts kept weaving to ensure his 
tyres were warm when racing restarted but he 
neglected to take care of his brakes. This 
proved to be a big oversight as when the 
Safety Car turned its lights off to signal that 
its departure was imminent, Roberts put his 
foot down to open a gap heading towards The 
Hairpin but when he reached that corner his 
cold discs were unable to adequately slow 
him down and he ended up hitting the tyre 
wall.

Fortunately, the impact was not severe 
enough to prevent him from continuing and 
he re-joined, a little sheepishly, in fifth 
behind Matt Eldridge. Up front, Will Heslop 
was grinning from ear to ear. As before, he 
couldn’t match the pace of Roberts’ ST in the 
early stages of the contest but was satisfied 
as he had the legs of the other Class A 
runners who were led once again by Adam 
Brown. When the overall race leader 
disappeared from view at the end of the 
Safety Car period, Heslop accepted the gift 

and sped to victory.
Since race 1, Greg Speight had found a 
blocked jet in his carburettor. Now with full 
power for this encounter he was looking to 
charge up the order. He gained a few places 
at the start when Chris Rowlands had to lift 
because the space between Eldridge’s car and 
the pit-wall was narrower than his ST 
although it took Speight until lap 5 to demote 
Matt Spencer from fifth after the driver who 
was running second in the ST Class was held 
up when Eldridge made a mistake. 

HESLOP
INHERITS

A mistake by Justin Roberts enabled
Will Heslop to take the victory
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Speight then took Eldridge on the next circuit. 
He was 7 secs away from the lead at this point 
but that was negated by the Safety Car of 
course.
Roberts’ close encounter with the barriers 
promoted Speight to third and as soon as the 
green flags flew he was challenging Brown for 
second – their intense fight allowed Heslop to 
pull away. Speight found the outside line around 
Gerrard’s unproductive but it did provide greater 
speed down the back straight enabling him to 
claim second at The Esses on the last lap.
As there appeared to be smoke coming from the 
rear of Heslop’s car, Speight felt a win might 
have been on the cards had the race been a little 
longer.
To add to Brown’s woes, he was pushed off the 
final place on the podium by the recovering 
Roberts but found a degree of consolation from 
the fact that some tweaking between races had 
brought him closer to the pace of Heslop.
Immediately after the restart, Eldridge had given 
Roberts plenty of room at Gerrard’s but his 
generosity proved to be his downfall as going 
off line caused him to spin. He got going again 
to finish tenth.
The Safety Car helped Rowlands regain the 
ground he had lost at the start and put him in 
position to pass Spencer when his Class D rival 
ran wide at The Hairpin with a couple of laps to 
go.
Jason Hennefer had his engine up and running 
for this race. Initially, he swapped the camshaft 
and lifters but that didn’t resolve the terminal 
sounding rattle. A compression test also showed 
that all 4 pistons were in good order. Lee 
Bowron kindly loaned him a cylinder head and 
when Jason removed his own to fit it, he 
discovered the source of the horrid sound, it 
was a screw in cylinder number 1. How it got 
there, no one knows!
Hennefer made a great start from the back of 

the grid but then lost a couple of places on lap 
2 when Peter Futers spun right in from of him 
at Gerrard’s forcing a trip across the grass in 
avoidance. He regained the ground he had lost 
and during the Safety Car period ran eighth 
with Lewis Bowron ahead of him.
On resumption of racing, this pair had a 
superb battle for seventh overall and first in 
the XR3i category. Bowron defended for all he 
was worth. The two Escorts were side-by-side 
through The Esses at one point while Lewis 
held his nerve when Jason tried to go right 
round his outside at Gerrard’s on the last lap. 
It was the first Class B win for a delighted 

Bowron – what a way to do it!
For race 2, Ron Loffstadt was allowed to start 
at the same time as everyone. When others 
took avoiding action as Futers spun, Loffstadt 
was able to plot a safe passage through the 
chaos to gain a few places, eventually he came 
home in ninth.
As he had done in race 1, Matthew Morton 
reported that he made a “slowish start” but 
gathered pace after a few laps, especially as he 
had the correct amount of air in his tyres! After 
his post-Safety Car spin, Eldridge got back up 
to speed just in front of Morton. The latter had 
hopes of making a pass to get into the Top 

Ten but he had to be content with eleventh.
Rob Ottewill made it on to the grid with the 
gearbox Hennefer had loaned him however it 
was a close call and he didn’t have time to line 
up the ‘stick correctly so he only had third, 
fourth and fifth gears which made the start 
and negotiating The Hairpin difficult. He was 
grateful for all the tools and oil that those in 
the paddock had provided to enable him to 
get out on track. He finished twelfth ahead of 
the final finisher Futers.

Matt Spencer enjoyed another
great race with Chris Rowlands
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